
March 4, 2021

Town of Canmore Councillors , 902 7th Avenue , Canmore AB, T1W3K1

Dear Councillors;
I am writing to oppose the Three Sisters Mountain Village development. As it stands it 
does not reflect the vision of the Town Of Canmore (2016) nor does it adequately 
address three major concerns for the future of this town and its community and wildlife. 
1.The proposed plan shows aggressive develolment in an area that is already
designated as high risk (undermining) . There is not enough evience that any of the
mitigation suggested will sustain the kind of build quantity the Three Sisters are
proposing. There is also no mention of how an evacuation of that number of people
would occur should there be a wildfire situation given the limited acces to main
evacution routes and the population number that would have to possibly evacuate.  Also
the question of liability is scantily menitoned as it clearly not the case tha nature and
natural movement of voids surfacing can be predicted . Subsidence is a major concern
and I believe the community of Canmore should not be held financially responsible  to
pick up the tab of repairing any such occurence in any part of the future.
2. In the past developments which have promised increased commercial development

as well as residential have failed to produce what was proposed. Silver TIp and
existing Three Sisters development both have token commercial spaces. In terms of
an economic boon to the TOC I would think that sustainable commercial development
be financially guaranteed with no opportunity to turn the slated land use into
residential housing.  I also think that given the housing situation and the isssue of
affordability it is not unreasonable to ask and expect a contribution towards
subsidized housing as well as affordable housing. Our community is in great need of
both.

3. The wildlife corridor that is proposed is simply ineffectual and way to small. If we are
to set a Global Standard and set ourselves up as a model of sustainability with wildlife
and the environment have to be our nuymber one priority. The time for this scale of
develoment is long past and I would prefer to see some serious consideration to
creating a develoment that is much more in tune with our environmental concerns
and one that puts wild life corridors first. It is what should be designed around and not
made to fit in to accommodate the enormous scale of growth this devloment
represents.

Added to this are the issues of congestion traffic and the weak justification Three Sisters 
has offered as a way to build to their proposed dsign. This is still a car culture and I 
believe even with public transport avaiable you will find th number of vehicles doubling 
and tripling on our roadways. 
I strongly oppose any approval of this development until such time as all the concerns of 
our community have been fully met. 
Sincerely yours,
Wanda Ellerbeck




